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Abstract 
The development of routing algorithms in wireless sensor networks, energy supply increase in the 

dependent nodes is by viewing the previous algorithms on the data-centric routing algorithm, the method 

suggested in ETDWSN we offer combined with the index parameters of the method, we've created 

suitability  function in the ETDWSN method we've reduced energy consumption and also in this case the 

sensor system network efficiency is increased in The correct using proposals could increase the energy 

threshold detector on wireless sensor network we have in ETDWSN method with the index parameters 

select the weight goal we've provided compared with neighboring nodes selection action relative to the 

source node, we improve the routing space finally The average delay time of the nodes to the Auto 

GBR،GBR ، GBR-C and have lowered. 

 

 

Keywords: Efficiency،FunctionWeigh، Wireless Sensor Network, Algorithm ETDWSN, 

Distributed Node. 

 

1. Introduction 

Since the wireless sensor network 2000 as a scientific event is located, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 

consists of many nodes which are randomly developed based on the specific circumstances. Wireless 

Sensor Networks are used as a technology to supply the sensitive geographical equipment in the large 

development area of these electronic devices [1]. The applications of Wireless Sensor Network 

includesecurity detection systems, surveillance [2], military, target tracking, habitat monitoring [3], 
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medical industry and its applications [4] and likeso many articles have reviewed the energy efficiency in 

Wireless Sensor Networks. In a wireless sensor network, the request message is broadcasted to all 

nodes on the network by the base station. . Data are transferred to a sink for further processing by the 

network nodes (as sink nodes).the energy consumption depends on the processing time and data 

transmission time among them. so, our purpose in this article is to reduce retransmission of data in a 

network and to find the more optimal way to reduce the energy consumption in nodes. Since wireless 

sensor networks have limited access to energy, energy consumption is one of the most important items 

for wireless sensor networks. 

Each node independently finds its next leap into the sink and highlights a direct path for transmission 

that saves high energy. This scheme is used for the sensor networks which are in a restricted area. This 

scheme, beside being able to broadcast and balance a network, is used to reduce transmissions and 

saving energy.Many articles focus on the data routing with energy constraints. Many to  strategies 

proposed in the data broadcast and ability to balance network and reducing data transmissions, such 

Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [5], Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [6], Threshold 

sensitive Energy Efficient Network protocol (TEEN) [7], and Gradient-Based Routing (GBR) [8] , are 

among the routing proposed in literature. LEATH and TEEN are cluster-based routing protocols. The 

extra overheads of forming clusters diminish the gain in energy consumption. GAF and GBR are location-

based routing protocols. In GAF, the GPS information is needed by each node to set its location which 

consequently increases the cost of each node. GBR is developed from the Directed Diffusion protocol[9]. 

The basic idea record the number of hops when a nod receives a message; then, each node sets up its 

height according to the minimum number of hops. The heights’ difference between a node and its 

neighbours forms the gradient on the corresponding link , many articles have developed GBR protocol 

using auxiliary techniques for data aggregation and data traffic 

 

2. 2. RELATED WORKS 

This paper aims to show modify GBR protocol in energy consumption. Since the proposed approach in 

this article is to solve problems a GBR protocol using Network coding method, [10] several paths are 

combined with routing in network coding. The sink receives its message from the source. Before the 

node forwards source message, it must be aware of the rout regardless them. The advantage of this 

algorithm is that it is reliable and guarantees the energy saving. The main idea of competitive algorithm 

is exploiting the wireless environment, which includes aa routes rather than a traditional path and 

includes a message driving that selects and sends the message properly. In the schemes based on CBF, 

the main task of source node is to distribute data packets to all neighbors and then forwards data by 

one of its best nodes [11]. To do this, three suppression plans are presented: public suppression, 

regional suppression and transmission suppression. The aim of suppression algorithm is to prevent 

many nodes and duplicate packets. 

These three mentioned schemes are to prevent duplicate packets but under the specific circumstances. 

Novel Message Forwarding Technique on the basis including geographic position is randomly selected 

through the connections among them. A receiver which is closer to the destination has high priority. As 
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a result, the nodes closed to the destination are constantly selected and in the effect of the same 

energy, these nodes arrive to the end and disappear sooner. Integration routing and MAC protocol 

enhance throughput for transmission over a wireless and multi-hop network.[12] The performance of 

EXOR in a group selects the source nodes which have a list of driving positions based on the priority of 

closeness to the destination. The algorithm which loads the intended progress based on the priority of 

message forwarding is EPA that is a rate in order to obtain maximum power.  

LNCS is a protocol for sensor network that is able to divide the data about location used to several non-

overlapping cells for data availability. [13] SBLNC is a protocol which guarantees the security of data 

broadcast using linear coding network in wireless sensor networks. In [14], the authors propose an 

adaptive network coding approach to enhance reliability in WSNs by considering redundancy.   An 

analytic model is then proposed to estimate the proper a redundancy. Further, they propose a cluster-

based and distributed scheme to dynamically adjust the redundancy at each hop. but, this algorithm 

considers redundancy to guarantee the reliability which is not suitable for the broadcast scenario. 

Network coding is forwarding data based on the slope of connections among them. Data are always 

sending on the shortest route. GBR is able to select the shortest route toward the sink and balance the 

energy in the whole rout. 

Protocols GBR and GBR-NC is provide on Network Coding and the average (including received and sent) 

traffic for each node in GBR and GBR-NC can be determined as:[3] 

)N+(1*S*M=T ourAVG.neighbinterestGBR                                                                                                         (1) 

(2)                  ) N+(1*) 
N

S*NP
 +) S*N+(S*(ANP=T ourAVG.neighb

NODE

NACKNACK
CofficientinterestNC-GBRNC-GBR

(3)                                                                        ) NP+(1* NP+ANP=T s.nodeen.candidatrn.neighbouTDWSN  

Energy consumption for each node in GBR and can be determined as:[3] 

) P*N+(P*
Bitrate

S*M
=E RXourAVG.neighbTX

interest
GBR                                                                                        (4) 

Energy consumption for each node in GBR-NC and can be determined as:[3] 

     (5) 
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[3]Energy consumption competitive approach  
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T) P+(P=E RXTX      (6) 

/Bitrate
P

S
=T Data                                                                                                                                 (7) 

[3]Energy consumption for a node in competitive approach  
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The first problem in the GBR-NC competitive algorithm of the method selecting receiver node 

of neighbors in the network coding and secondly,this algorithm is only dependent on a 

parameter. 

ETDWSN approach are proposed to solve the above problems with consider special 

parameters and threshold for selectingbest  candidate node. This approach  procesing time 

and consumption energy is optimized. 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Competitive selection approach have corrected nodes in GBR for saving more energy in the 

nodes and Increase the flexibility of the proposed algorithm. Then , the energy consumption 

for GBR is analyzed  to determine the number of candidate forwards. 

The aim of this paper is Competitive approach to select the nodes to be removed. Selection of 

candidate nodes from the source node to neighboring nodes by the combination of special 

parameters is to reduce the retransmission in order to save th e energy of the wireless sensor 

network. 

the Source node selected the candidate node from neighbor nodes . The approach selection 

for candidate node is dependent on special parameters. selected candidate node by send 

packet distance to neighbors. neighbor nodes get packet distance if the distance is less than 

the threshold are set selected  to  candidate node. This approach isreduce retransmission 

interest message to more save the energy of node in sensor network.  

The candidate node to send ACK to source node and the source node received the ACK. which 

source node how many ACK candidate node is received.the ACK number equal to the number 

of candidate node.According to number of ACK determined how to send data  

If number of ACK equal to one, send the data to candidate node and forwarding data to sink. 
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If the number of ACK equal to two or more, the source node can prioritize candidate nodes 

and source node decides which candidates node to send. Since receiving packets also 

consume energy in the proposed algorithm source node does not broadcasting packets to all 

neighbors. As a result, with load balancing , and the reduction in the number of transmissions  

in order to save energy wireless sensor network.  

Source node when for selecting candidate node to have more than one condition.time and 

returned to the source node and the candidate node computes . 

If the total time for sending and receiving packets is less than the threshold  the selected 
nodes as candidate nodesWhile there is not the two node similar to in the time and weight 
parameterelse if send to message randomly One of the nodes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1. RELIABILITY ALGORITHM 

The main aim of the proposed in the approach .supposed that our messages reach to the 

destination intact. In sensor network it is important that ensure the data arrives intact to 

the destination in every hop. Our presented algorithm is based on GBR protocol that 

investigates the state of the nodes hoping in every leap. The performance is presented in 

figure 2.  

1- The source node broadcasts to the interest message all neighbor node.  
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2- All nodes save the number of remaining hops to the sink in their li sts. When the nodes 

receive the messages, Neighbors are in the request message list ,less than a threshold 

distance from the source node for set as candidate node . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3- The receiver of message receives the number of forward positions from destination 

address table.  

4- The candidate node send to request massage to source node.  

5- If number of ACK equal to one, send the data to candidate node and forwarding data to 

sink, and send to source node final ACK 

6- If the number of ACK equal to two or more, the source node can priorit ize candidate 

nodes and source node decides which candidates node to send . 

7- Time and returned to the source node and the candidate node computes . selected 

candidate nodeif time send and return less is threshold time  and update destination list 

1: Send data  the neighbor list with the minimum height 
2: if DN<DT then 
3: to selecting node neighbor for candidates node 
4: else 
5: delete neighbor node from destination list  
6: candidates send request message for source node 
7: end if 
8: if number send request < 2 then 
9: forwarding massage to node candidate 
10: candidate node send message to sink 
11: and send final ACK to source node 
12: else 
13: if number send request >2 then 
14: if TN1< TN2<Tn3 <…..  then 
15: update list address candidate nods 
16: end if 
17: if number candidate node < 2 then 
18: forwarding massage to node candidate 
19: candidate node send message to sink 

20: and send final ACK to source node 

21: else 

22: deleted massage 

23: end if 

24: forwarding massage to node candidate 

25: candidate node send message to sink 

26: and send final ACK to source node 

27: end if 

28: End 
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8- Otherwise, we consider the weight parameter and there is a counter for the number of 

the packets of transmitted per node.the node is selected if the counter showed number 

of packet is fewer. 

9- The counter with a lower value equals is the node with more weight.As a result, it is 

Priority  to select the source node 

Finally the selected candidate node sending packet to sink and sending final ACK to source 

node. 

One important advantage of this algorithm is  load balancing is consumption energy in sensor network. 

 

3.2. ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

 

In the approach ETDWSN, Energy consumption is calculated using the specific parameters in 

sensor networks. We were able to more energy efficiency in sensor networks , send and 

receive packets to the source node analysis. 

Based on the number of candidate nodes that are within the threshold, the source node 

selects an optimal path. According to the calculations hops distance is too difficult work. But 

we were able to use certain parameters and consider the distance threshold  to predict and 

estimate. This paper has shown that we can calculate the distance to the bandwidth and time 

send data and receive data independent on source node. 

Important in estimating distances, time delays in the candidate nodes. Delay for a node is 

calculated as follows: 

(10) 

  ) T+(T -T*N=D REQACKWaitSendelay  

Obtain delay can hop distance between nodes can be calculated: 

(11) 

 elayDT  *BD Wist  

The result is shown for a candidate nodes: 

(12) 
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D
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elay
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If the number ofcandidate nodesismore than oneforagiven: 

(13) 

If n>1 then:                       nTTTN REQACK

RhopT

Wait

hopn

Send *)*(D
11

elay  


 

 (14) 
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In the ETDWSN’s approach has tried, the special parameters would take Threshold to select 

candidate nodes. 

(15) 
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The proposed algorithm increases the candidate nodes to send data , across the 

networkenergy consumption will be balanced. 

Energy consumption range indicates that with comparison  minimize and  optimal mode , 

bycontrol candidate nodes in sensor networks is reducedhe consumption energy intervals is 

decreased and in the approach  ETDWSN very important because with increase neighbor nodes 

consumption energy a Little change and while balancing the energy of the whole network. 

 

4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULT 

Considering the number of wireless sensor network nodes that are randomly scattered in the 
environment,simulationis done.in ETDWSN the network coding scheme is set according to the network 
density. Each node in the networks has fixed radio rang of 180m .the energy framework 2.0 provided in 
the OMNET++ is used and each node is assigned with the same initial energy capacity of 30j at beginning 
of the simulation 

Mica2 power consumption model presented in[15] is used in which the radio consumes21.5 mA at 

+10dbm for transmitting and 7mAfor receiving under a 3v power supply. 

In fegure3 : consumption energy for random sensor network is showed. simulation result show that 

proposed apporach give better than result when compare to the last algorithm  
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Figure 4 shows The number of request packages for each node in the second in  wireless sensor network 

node.it can also be seen that there are some node Data transmission time is reduced. 

Neighbors  node toRestrictthe selection of candidates node in ordertoavoidduplicationofdata 

transmissionbecomes Itisrelated tosavingenergy, which increases networklifetime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:Average energy consumption for 

different networks 

 

Figure4: The transmission delay for random 

networks 

 

Figure 4 :The number of request packages for each node in the second 
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Figure 5 shows The time of receive data which were sent by each node in  wireless sensornetwork500-

node it can also be seen that there are more node receive Datatransmission timeis reduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charts provided by authors show  the behavior of all nodes in a wireless sensor network. Each of which 

represents the behavior each nodes in the time of send data and time of receive data and time of sleep 

data. 

According to the simulation results, we can see that this optimization algorithm more increase better 

than the previous algorithms have been presented in wireless sensor networks. The best selected for 

forwarding data and the most sleep time of node and the better selected for path for transmitting data 

Increasing of node in the wireless sensor network on the optimization algorithm GBR-SE is not 

dramatically reduce the energy consumption. But thesealgorithms in wireless sensor networks always 

keeps the balance energy consumption. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The results of experiments show that GBR-SE algorithm is improved and it has a better efficiency energy 

compared with the two other algorithms, GBR and GBR-NC. Average improvement of GBR-SE as 

compared to GBR and GBR-C, Simulation results showed that compared with GBR around 7% energy 

consumption and GBR-NC around 1.8% energy consumption and GBR-SE around 2.1% energy 

consumption as well as network traffic is saved by ETDWSN. The next work can focus on probability 

distribution forresponding and concentrated processing and threshold distance. 

 

 

 

Figure 5:Time sleep of nodes for wireless sensor network 
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